POWERFUL

REAL ESTATE

GODREJ PROPERTIES
BUILDING TRUST AND ABODES

G

odrej, a Mumbai
based
company
and a household
name all over India,
carries a legacy of trust and
commitment for the last 120
years.
With the philosophy of
innovation, sustainability and
excellence and blessed with
these experiences up their
sleeves, Godrej began their
venture into the real estate
in the year 1990 under the
leadership of Adi Godrej.
ABIDING BY THE PROMISES
Real estate is not an easy
ploy, convincing a client to
invest their lifetime savings
and meeting their paradigm
promises made with good faith
in the venture; utopian dreams
are built around the fulfillment
of the customer’s needs.
Despite the cutting edge
competitiveness,
Godrej
Properties has acquired the

most trusted name in the
industry primarily because
of the superior value they
offer to their stakeholders;
the extraordinary imaginative
spaces they have created
keeping in mind the customer’s
needs and offering them a deal
they cannot refuse.
Delving into the latest
designs
using
superior
technology Godrej properties
has
created-residential,
commercial, and township
project spread approximately
in 14.36 meters across 12 cities
of India. It’s a brand trusted by
customers, business partners,
and financial communities;
hence, Godrej ensures that
they collaborate with the best
material service providers, and
the execution of their projects
is done timely.
The Godrej Community
believes in sharing with its
clients all their internal and
external deals transparently
and forming long-term honest
relations. They build their
edifice not only by using
strong brick and mortar but
an equally strengthened and
highly qualified team that is
constantly reviewed, trained
and awarded to execute the
best results in the industry.
THE CROWNING GLORY
In the last 5 years, Godrej
properties have stormed the

arena of real estate and have
received over 200 awards and
recognition; a feat no other
company could have achieved
in such a short span.
Godrej Properties has firmly
built the belief that it’s the
right choice to put your hard
earned money into.
Initially, it was founded as
Sea Breeze Constructions and
Investments Private Limited
in 1985.
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